# Index

**a**
- absolute moments 91
- adjoint matrix 34
- affine transformation 84
- Aitken's estimator 115
- almost surely 172
- alternative hypothesis 136
- associative rule 26

**Assumptions**
- CANR 207
- CRM 100
- GCRM 135
- GRRM 182
- RRM 177, 181
- RRM Extended 179
- asymptotic efficiency 207
  - of least squares 208
  - of two-stage least squares 210
- asymptotic expectation 189, 202
- asymptotic normality 207
- asymptotic theory 101
- atom 69
- autocovariance 190
- averaging 3

**b**
- Bayes' rule 169
- Bayesian probability 68
- Bernoulli distribution 75, 197
- binomial distribution 75, 212
- BLUE 113, 194

**c**
- CAN 207, 215
- Cauchy distribution 88, 91, 191
- Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 8
- causation 10
- central limit theorem 77, 196
- central tendency 3
- centred moment 90
- chain rule 56, 227
- characteristic equation 123
- characteristic value 123
- Chebyshev inequality 189
- Chebyshev's rule 6
- checkerboard rule 34
- chi-squared distribution 87, 90
- Cholesky decomposition 53, 114
- Chow prediction test 163
- Chow stability test 162, 163
- classical model 97
- coefficient of determination 58
- cofactor 34
- coin toss 211
- column space 47
- column vector 23
- commutative rule 26
- complex conjugate 125
- complex number 125
- concentrated log-likelihood 216
- conditional density function 92
- conditional linearity 172
- confidence
  - ellipsoid 141
  - interval 141
  - region 136
- conformable 24
- consistency 192, 207
- continuous distribution 69
- continuous mapping theorem 198
convergence 188
   in distribution 196
   in mean square 189
   in probability 189
coordinate 4
correlation coefficient 8, 58
countable infinity 78
covariance 7, 74
covariance matrix 84
Cramér’s theorem 197
Cramér-Rao theorem 215
Cramér-Wold theorem 198
Cramer’s rule 38
critical values 136
cross section 4
data generation process 97
degree of belief 68
degrees of freedom 59, 106
dependent sampling 174
dependent variable 12
design matrix 98, 109
determinant 34
   partitioned 40
diagnostic test 159
diagonal matrix 36, 53
diagonalization 128
differential calculus 56
differentiation rules 227
dispersion 5
distributive rule 26
disturbances 100
e
Econometric Theory xiii, 194, 200, 201
   efficiency
      asymptotic 207
      criterion 112
      of least squares 109
   eigenvalue 123
   eigenvector 126
   element 4, 21
   elementary row operations 41
   errors 100
   estimator 101
      of residual variance 106
Euclidean norm 25
Excel 3
   expected outer product 83
   expected value 72
   explanatory variable 12, 98
f
   F distribution 89, 137, 139
   first-order condition 56
   Fisher, R. A. 89
   Fisher-Snedecor distribution, see F distribution
   fixed regressors 174, 191
   focus variables 153
   frequentist 68, 170
   Frisch, Ragnar 155
   Frobenius norm 105
   FWL theorem 155
g
   Gauss-Jordan elimination 42
   Gauss-Markov theorem 111, 114, 179, 207
   Gaussian distribution 65, 68, 76, 91, 93
      conditional 170, 182
      singular 87
   Goldfeld-Quandt test 162
   Gosset, W.S. 88
   gradient 56, 228
   Gram-Schmidt procedure 130
h
   Hessian matrix 56, 215, 228
   heteroscedasticity 116
   homogeneous 49
   hyperplane 50
i
   i.i.d. 71, 100, 194, 199
   idempotent 104
   identity matrix 31
   imaginary number 125
   independence 69
   independent sampling 174
   indicator function 170, 189
   information matrix 215
   inner product 25
   instrumental variables 209
integrable 91
integral 67, 228
integration by parts 228
intercept 10, 50
inverse 32
partitioned 40

j
Jacobian 85
Jordan canonical form 128
just-identification 209

k
kernel 47
kurtosis 90

l
Lagrangian multiplier 146
law of iterated expectations 172
law of large numbers 89, 189, 193
law of total variance 173
least absolute values 12
least squares 12
coefficients 51
forecast 14
fundamental theorem 51
generalized 115
normal equations 15, 51
prediction 57, 103
projection matrix 104
residuals 51
two-stage 210
weighted 116
length (of vector) 25
likelihood function 211
likelihood ratio 217
test 217
limit 188
linear

n
non-negative definite 52
nonsingular matrix 32
normal curve 65
nuisance
  parameter 216
variables 153
null hypothesis 135
null space 47
nullity 47

o
observation 3
Office for National Statistics 97
omitted variable bias 156, 181
orthogonal 57, 128
  projection matrix 104
orthonormal 128
outer product 25
overidentification 209

p
p-value 137
panel data 4
partial derivative 56
partition 27
  of inverse 40
pivotal statistic 136
Poisson distribution 77, 91, 212
polynomial 123
positive definite 52
positive semidefinite 52
postmultiply 25, 26
power 136
prediction 10
premultiply 25, 26
principal minor 34, 54
probability 12, 68
probability density function 65
profile log-likelihood 216
projection matrix 104
Prussian army 79
Pythagoras's theorem 25, 68, 125

q
quadratic equation 124
quadratic form 53
quantile 137
quasi-maximum likelihood 216

r
R-bar-squared 59
R-squared 58, 148
random regressors 174
random variable 68
rank 47
real number 125
regressand 12
regression 10
  coefficient 12
  model 51, 99
  plane 16
  regressor 12
rejection region 136
repeated sampling 98
residuals 11, 51
Retail Prices Index 98
Robin Hood 69
row operations 41
row vector 23

s
sample mean 16
sampling distribution 97
scalar 23
  product 24
scatter plot 7
second-order condition 57
serial independence 196
series 4, 196
shocks 100
significance level 136
similar matrices 128
similarity transformation 128
singular matrix 32
size (of test) 136
skewness 90
slope coefficient 10, 50
Slutsky's theorem 191, 193, 209
spanned 47
spreadsheet 4
square integrability 177, 180
square integrable 91
square root rule 72, 197
standard deviation 5
Index

239

standard error 143
standard normal distribution 70
stationary point 227
Student’s t distribution 88, 90, 137
submatrix 34, 49
  principal 54
subscript 4
sum of squares 51, 57
symmetric 23

t
  test of significance 144
  test of the regression 148
  test statistic 136
  thought experiment 97, 101, 178, 187
time series 4
trace 104
translation 84
transpose 23
  of product 25, 37
  of sum 24
two stage least squares 210

Type I error 136
Type II error 136

U
  unbiased 102, 178
  underidentification 209
  uniform distribution 89, 197
  upper triangular 36

V
  variable 3
  variable addition test 159
  variance 5, 90
    of linear function 74
    population 71
  vector 21
    column 23
    row 23

W
  Wald test 146, 203, 217
  Weaver, Warren 79
  with probability 1, 171
  Woodbury identity 40